ABL2000 LIGHTWEIGHT
The ABL2000 Lightweight Recoilless Disruptor is suitable for render safe procedures on IED’s
of medium size.
The ABL2000 Lightweight is made of titanium, making it extremely portable. It is
ideal for personnel to carry, or for use on small Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs)
on which payload weight needs to be kept to a minimum.
It is a multi-shot device, capable of many firings and requiring minimal maintenance.
Training can be carried out on this disruptor without causing any detriment to its
service performance.
The ABL2000 Lightweight Recoilless Disruptor has been subject to a series of formal tests against representative targets, sensitive explosives and pressure measuring
systems. This ensures reliable and consistent disruptive performance with complete
recoilless operation, minimum collateral damage, and maximum operator safety.
This Disruptor can be supplied with additional facilities to provide enhanced capabilities. With a simple substitution of the front barrel assembly and use of the correct
projectile, the Disruptor is able to operate as a De-Armer, capable of firing a range of
solid projectiles such as chisels, slugs and forks.
The ABL2000 Lightweight Recoilless Disruptor is manufactured in accordance with
the ISO 9001 quality standard. Prior to dispatch, all items of equipment are subjected
to an overpressure proof test and flaw detection.
This Disruptor is supplied as a complete kit, containing all ancillary items required for
use and operator maintenance, other kit variations are available to suit your needs.

PART NUMBER: 3365-030 | NSN: 1385 99 151 5469

EQUIPMENT
Loading Tool (2)			
Tool-Load/Unload			
Tool & Access Roll			
Brush (Ø14x120 Long)		
Recoil Piston Removal Tool		
Chamois Leather			
Screwdriver Small			
Recoilless Disruptor ABL 2000L 		
Carry Case			
Laminated Contents Card		
Handbook			
100ml Lubricant			
Allen Key 4mm			
Brush Handle (390 Long)		
Brush (Ø60x120 Long)		
Brush (Ø32x125 Long)		

3111-157
3111-741
3257-023
3257-024
3258-030
3258-033
3320-003
3365-000
3365-022
3365-024
3365-045
3389-005
155-2101
GH390
A60FE
A31PE

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
De-Armer Barrel 			
Laser Aiming Assembly		
SPLAT Round			
Plain Slug				
Chisel Slug			

3340-016
3339-025
3395-121
3340-030
3340-025

TECHNICAL DATA
DISRUPTOR
Weight:				
Length:				
Main Body Diameter:		
Rear Body Diameter:			

1.32kg
434mm
Ø 76mm
Ø 48.2mm

HOLDALL
Weight:				
Length:				
Width:				
Height:				

3.4kg
550mm
260mm
130mm

CARTRIDGES
3476-2001 CARTRIDGE [3476-2000 CARTRIDGE SET]
The ABL2000 Lightweight is operated by a bespoke cartridge. Each batch of cartridges are ballistically tested to ensure correct and consistent performance. The
cartridges are supplied in multiples of 24 packaged within an M2A1 container
complete with all internal furniture and all required consumable parts.
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